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Elena Aguilar:

Hi, everyone. And welcome to the Bright Morning podcast. I'm Elena Aguilar. Folks, welcome to our new 
series called What To Say When You Hear Something Racist. The premise behind this series is that I 
know you want to take action when you witness racism, and I also know that you could use some more 
skills to throw into your toolbox to draw on, so that in those moments, when you hear something and 
you see something racist, you can take action that you feel good about, and that has the potential to 
create shift and learning. Before we get started, I want to shout out our supporters. And this week, I 
want to say thank you to [inaudible 00:00:57] from North Carolina for being a sustaining member of this 
podcast. And to learn more about becoming a sustaining member and making the show possible for just 
$5 a month, check out our show notes. All right. So in this episode, I'm focusing on what I think of as a 
foundational piece in order to set you up to say something. And that foundational piece is around how 
you engage with your own emotions.

And in this episode, here's what you're going to get. I am going to give you a three step process to 
respond to your own emotions when they arise. I am going to help you appreciate your emotions. And 
finally, you are getting this piece of the foundation to prepare yourself to say something when you hear 
something racist. All right. So, that's what you're going to get in this episode. Before I jump into it, I want 
to introduce myself because I know we've got some new listeners. This series is not just for educators. I 
have often primarily addressed educators, but this series is for anyone. So if you have shared this with 
folks who might also be interested in it, thank you. And for new folks, as I said, I'm Elena Aguilar. I am an 
author, a teacher, a speaker. I am the founder and CEO of a small organization that works to bring 
transformative learning experiences to folks around the world.

We teach about learning and how to learn and how to create the conditions in which folks can learn. 
And I'm also the host of this podcast, which is a place where we explore how to connect more deeply 
with ourselves and with others, be those the folks that we support or coach or lead, or family, friends, 
community members. Sometimes on this podcast, I've got a guest or I've got a co-host, or I'm 
interviewing someone, and sometimes I am speaking to you directly and sharing reflections and 
suggestions, and hopefully some new ideas that could be relevant, both personally and professionally. 
So for the next two months, folks, I am going to be helping you build your skills at responding to racism. 
And as I just said, this is not just for educators, so please share.

Also, if you're listening to this while you're walking or you're driving or something, and you hear things 
that you want to remember, you can hop over to our Bright Morning Instagram feed, and you will find 
the link to that in the show notes. And there, you will see some reminders of the things that I am saying 
here to you. So, I want to make one thing really clear to you, really transparent, which is how I think 
about this problem, and the problem being there's a lot of racism. And often, we see it and we hear it, 
and we don't know what to do. That's the main problem. People don't know what to do. So, implicit in 
that is that there is a desire to say something to do something, but people don't know what to do. So, 
here's my belief. This is what I want to make really clear to you. My belief is that if you can recognize 
racism, when you see it or hear it, and you have some basic knowledge of what you're seeing, and if you 
have a set of skills, then you will take action.

So, I teach skills in my workshops, in the books that I write, and in this podcast series. I'm focused on 
skill building. I will help you tap into your commitment, your will as a way to navigate the hard emotions 
that are going to come up, but I emphasize skill building. And there is a foundational set of knowledge 
and skills that you need in order to say something when you hear something racist. So, I want to just 
describe this foundation for you because it'll help you have a map through these podcast episodes. So, 
the first piece of the foundation is to know yourself, and specifically to understand your identity.
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And that's what last week's episode focused on. And so if you missed it, you might want to go back and 
listen to that one first, but it's not absolutely necessary, because actually, I think about these four 
foundational elements as being components, but not necessarily sequential. So, the next foundational 
element is what we're exploring today, and that is emotions and the skills to engage with your own 
emotions. The third foundational element is to know what you're talking about. You have to be able to 
recognize racism when you see it to know what it is, and that's actually next week's topic. And next 
week I'll be joined by LesLee Bickford, who is my teammate and the podcast producer. And she's going 
to join me to talk about how you can hone your ability to recognize racism and to understand it. And 
then finally, the fourth component is to be able to make peace with your own history.

And by that, I mean, you got to be able to look back and reflect on how you have, in the past, responded 
to racism. I make peace with that. So, those are the four foundational elements to set yourself up to be 
able to say something, when you hear something racist. And I am going to get into some very explicit 
here is what to say. But first, I want to get you feeling really strong in this foundation and understanding 
your identity, having the skills to engage with strong emotions, to know when you are seeing or hearing 
racism, and to feel some level of acceptance about who you have been up until today with your history.

All right. Now, let's get into the focus of this episode around emotions. And to do this, I want to ask you 
to think back to a time when you heard a racist comment, when you were witnessed to racism. This 
doesn't have to be the most extreme of the experiences you've had, but call to mind a moment when 
you heard racism. And now, what do you remember about the emotions that came up for you? Can you 
put language to any of those emotions, or perhaps it felt like a whirlwind of emotions. It might be hard 
to remember this. It might be painful, but give yourself just a moment to sink into that memory. Maybe 
if it's possible, close your eyes for a moment. Maybe you can remember any physical sensations, like 
tightness in your throat or your chest, or noticing that your breathing got more shallow.

What do you remember about the experience of emotions? So, when I think back on a moment when I 
witnessed racism, I recall anger, disgust, fear, shame, hopelessness, despair, anger at what I was 
hearing, disgust at what the person was saying, fear that I wouldn't know how to respond, shame that I 
wasn't saying or doing the right thing, hopelessness or despair that nothing's changing, the world isn't 
changing, sadness, a lot of sadness. And all of that surge of emotions often arises in me with just 15 
seconds, 20 seconds. That's the whirlwind of emotions that has swept through. I'm just flooded by 
emotions. And then all of those emotions can sometimes generate a whole new cycle of emotions, like 
anger at myself. Why can't I control these emotions? Why is this happening to me? Fear. I'm not going 
to do the right thing because I'm getting swamped by these emotions and someone else can probably 
do this even better.

So when we, human beings, are activated like this, we typically respond in one of a few ways, and you've 
probably heard about this. We commonly respond by fighting, fleeing, freezing, or appeasing. Fight, flee, 
freeze, or appease. My tendency for a long time was to freeze. What do you think your tendency has 
been? And when you think back to the moment I just asked you to recall, can you identify what you did 
in that moment? Did you fight? Did you flee? Did you freeze? Did you appease? A lot of times when I 
think back to moments when I witnessed racism, I wish I had made different decisions. But in those 
moments, my emotions were activated in a way that they just took over. So, I want to make a really 
sharp distinction here. There's a difference between experiencing emotions, between having emotions 
that come up, every human being has those, and having emotions running the show.

There's a difference. And we can develop ways to have healthy relationships with our sadness and anger 
and shame and despair. There are ways that we can not let them become obstacles to our commitment 
to creating a more just world. We can have a healthy way to relate that doesn't mean that we fight flight 
freeze, our appease, because those responses don't transform our society. Racism will not be 
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dismantled by fighting, fleeing, freezing or appeasing. Let me now describe three steps that you can take 
when emotions surge, and when you are committed to staying present in the moment and responding 
in a way that might open the door for transformation. Step one is to recognize and accept, accept. 
Before we can get into how to deal with emotions and how to engage with them in a healthy way, we've 
got to recognize that you're having emotions and accept that emotions come up.

And this is hard. Sometimes we don't even notice that we're in a rage or we're feeling despairing. And so 
just learning how to recognize your emotions is essential. But once you've recognized you're having 
emotions. Maybe you know you're having an emotion because your face gets really hot, or your 
breathing shallows and you know that's an indicator. Then, you need to recognize them and accept 
them. And I also know it's so much harder than it sounds, because to accept means that there's this very 
brief moment when you have to not do. And so many of us are action oriented, something happens, and 
we want to fix it, we want to do something. But unless we've learned how to have a brief moment, it 
might be brief, but it can feel really deep, of acceptance, then the action that follows may not be 
transformative, because it may just be an expression of the habitual kind of behavior that we've been 
taking for decades.

And that is probably not transformative. Otherwise, you probably wouldn't be listening to this podcast. 
All right, I got to tell you a truth here in this how do we deal with racism. And that is, there is no way 
that we are going to transform our schools and our communities and our world without encountering 
emotions. This is simply because we are human beings and human beings have emotions, and our 
emotions tend to arise even more noticeably when we're doing something new or risky, when we are 
engaging or interacting with other human beings, and when we're learning. And a lot of the time, we are 
engaging with other humans, we're learning. And doing work around equity and racial justice is hard and 
it's necessary, and it's hard. And we are all learners, and we are all going to be learners for the rest of 
our lives in this area.

So, that means we are all going to encounter emotions. And if you expect emotions to arise, when they 
do, it's going to be so much easier, because when the emotions arise, you won't freak out. You'll 
respond with, okay, this is not maybe my preference that emotions are here, but here you are. And 
you've been here before, and I know this is part of the journey. And I know to expect you, and here you 
are. And just saying that or having that kind of awareness in the moment reflects acceptance. So, how 
do you accept emotions when they arise? You can try telling yourself a number of things. You can tell 
yourself this is normal. Emotions are normal. Emotions can be present and not run the show. I can learn 
from emotions. Everyone has emotions. I really want to encourage you to play around with these 
phrases and find one that feels most authentic and helpful to you to remind you that emotions are 
normal.

And if we recognize them and accept them, they might get into the back seat. And then we can just 
listen to them and learn from them, but not let them drive the car. And if we don't accept them, then 
we might be propelled into fight, flight, freeze, or appease. So, play around with this. See what you can 
say to yourself. Sometimes just saying, oh, here's anger. Oh, that's sadness. That hurts. Sometimes just 
saying that helps to remind yourself of that normalcy, and perhaps provide an entrance to acceptance. 
All right, step two. Step two is called step out. So in the moment when your emotions get activated, the 
next step here is to step out of the immediacy and the intensity of the emotion. Because if you're going 
to say or do something about the racism that you're hearing, you've got to get your thinking mind 
somewhat back on line. All right. So, how do you step out now? I'm going to tell you something you've 
probably heard before, and I'm going to say it again, which is breathe.

Breathing really, really helps. Three slow, deep breaths is almost transformative. And five deep breaths 
is transformative, when you breathe, all kinds of good stuff goes on in your body, your mind. When you 
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take slow, deep breaths in and out of your nose, slow, deep breaths. It's actually so easy and it has such 
a huge impact, and it can be so hard to remember to do this. So, it helps to practice breathing, and 
that's part of what meditation is all about. When you meditate daily, you're really practicing connecting 
with your breath, remembering that you can breathe. Let me just elaborate a little bit more on why you 
want to step out, which is that in the moment, when you hear something racist and your emotions fire 
up, you're likely to forget what you know, to forget the resources, the practices, the knowledge that you 
already have.

And this is actually something it's biological, right? Because when it hears a racist statement, your body 
experiences this as a threat, and that's why you go into fight, flee, freeze, or appease. Your blood starts 
pumping to your big muscles because you might have to run and get away. Your adrenaline starts 
flowing. Your thinking narrows down, right? Your body is going into, I'm being attacked. I have to 
survive. I have to prepare my body, my mind, my neurochemicals and hormones to survive. So, you're 
contending with biology. And so you actually forget the things that, you know. You forget to take a deep 
breath. You forget the ways that you know to bring all of your mental faculties back online so that you 
can respond in the moment. So, the question really becomes, how do you remember? In the moments 
when you're emotionally activated, how can you remember the different ways for you that work to step 
out? How can you remember to breathe? What might remind you?

Now, this is another question that might be answered individually. Each of us might figure out a 
personal mechanism by which to remember a strategy such as breathing. And I keep saying breathing, 
because it really is the most easily accessible and effective strategy, and it really addresses all of the 
things that are happening in your body, which is where you've got to start. Okay. So, think about an 
answer. Maybe you have a ring that you touch when you have a surge of emotions and that triggers you 
to touch your ring. You may end up figuring out a mechanism to remind yourself. But the other thing 
that will really, really, really help is practice, and practice, and practice. So in the workshops that we do 
in Bright Morning, in my organization, we spend a lot of time practicing skills.

So, let's say if you come to a coaching for equity workshop, you're going to practice how to respond 
when someone says something racist. And in those practice sessions, what happens is your brain learns 
new ways of responding as you practice the strategies we teach. We can learn new things, right? This is 
the beauty of neuroplasticity, this huge breakthrough in brain science that says our brains can keep 
learning. And this is so hopeful. But in order to learn, we have to practice. To ensure that a skill that 
we're trying to acquire becomes a habit, we have to practice. And let me just remind you, habits can be 
really good. Okay. So habit, by definition, is something that you do without thinking. You've internalized 
the behavior so much that you don't think about doing it. Like when you get in the car, you just put on 
your seatbelt. You just do it. You don't think about it. That is a habit that you've built, and it's really 
good.

And so we can develop the habit of breathing when we are emotionally activated. And we do that by 
practicing over and over and over, by putting ourselves in situations which might be mock situations to 
some extent, or might be low stakes situations, putting ourselves in situations where we're activated, 
and then we do the new behavior. And that helps us internalize that and turn it into a habit, a habit of 
breathing. Let me just make sure one thing is really clear. If you are committed to justice and equity and 
dismantling racism, then you have to take action. And if you want to take effective action, you need to 
practice new behaviors. And one of those new behaviors should be breathing. It is transformative. So, 
developing a habit of taking three or five slow, deep breaths when emotions inevitably arise is 
foundational.

I am going to get you to what to say in this podcast series. I'm going to get you to what to say when you 
hear something racist. I'm going to get you there by helping you set yourself up to be successful and not 
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to be hijacked in that moment by your fear or your fury. I know the fear and the fury. Those emotions 
are useful. They're helpful. They want to give us information. But in the moment, they can hijack our 
deepest intentions, and what happens next may not be transformative. All right, that was step two. Step 
two is step out. Step one is recognize and accept. Accept that you got emotions. Step two is step out of 
the immediate intensity of the emotion with the mechanism to help you get out. Breathing is a super 
powerful one.

Step three is explore. Okay. Step three happens later. In the moment, when you are emotionally 
activated, the only way you're going to be able to take action is if you promise yourself that you will do 
step three later. And step three is to explore and understand the emotions that come up in that 
moment, to explore those emotions with curiosity, with kindness for yourself. So in the moment, you 
have a brief second, half a second of acceptance. I'm human. I have emotions. Then you take a few deep 
breaths. Then you say to yourself, I will explore later. Okay, this is the foundational skillset around 
emotions to set you up to speak. I will explore later. And then you got to honor that commitment to 
yourself. So later, maybe later that day, ideally, perhaps the next morning, you owe yourself some time 
to dig into what came up, to reflect on it, to think about it. Now, I want to be really explicit about one 
thing.

Thinking, just letting the thoughts run around in your mind will only get you so far. Unless they get out 
of your mind and perhaps onto paper or into the ears of someone else, you're not going to go very far, 
because our minds are limited. When you start putting your thoughts on paper, or when you talk to 
someone, it has a different experience. Your ideas, your thoughts, your feelings have a different 
experience. I strongly encourage you to write, because then it's sort of between you and yourself, but 
it's also not. It's between you and the paper. And so write, or if you want talk to someone else about the 
emotions that came up. Where were those feelings coming from? What were they trying to tell you? 
You can write or even engage in a verbal dialogue, really, with your emotions and use a voice for your 
emotions. Write to them. "Hi, sadness. You came up yesterday in that interaction, and I said I was going 
to come back to you. What did you want me to know?"

Conduct an interview. Have a dialogue. Listen to your emotions. Many of them will ask you to reflect on, 
recall other incidents in your life. Go into those. Explore the emotions. You can't do this in the moment 
when you are hearing or witnessing something racist, but you can come back to it. All right, folks. So, 
that is a bit on how to engage with your emotions when they come up when you witness something 
racist. That's the second element of this foundation to prepare yourself. I hope that in this episode, you 
gained a bit of an appreciation for your emotions, at least just the normalcy of the fact that you are a 
human being, and so you will have emotions. And we can all learn ways to respond to them, to learn 
from them, and to let them be in the back seat of the car, where they still belong, but they're not in 
charge. They're not driving.

That's how we can relate to our emotions in a way that will allow us to say something in the moment 
when we hear something racist that might cause a shift in the other person's thinking in what is 
happening. There is a possibility. Okay. Folks, let me remind you that if you found this podcast helpful, 
I'd be so grateful if you would share it with others. If you'd hop over to Apple podcasts and rate and 
review us, that really makes a big difference in how we get the podcast out and how folks learn about it. 
And finally, check out the show notes. If you're interested in becoming a sustaining member of the 
Bright Morning Podcast. You can make this show possible for just $5 a month. All right, friends, I want to 
thank LesLee Bickford, who is the Bright Morning Podcast producer, and Stacey Goodman, who does the 
sound engineering. Take care. And next week, we'll dig into building your knowledge set around 
recognizing racism. See you next time, folks.
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